Man Booker Prize - Book Talk with Jodi

October 23 2017 2:30-3:30 at Gere Branch Library & October 27 2017 10:30-11:30 a.m. at Bethany Branch Library
Longlist announced July 27 | Shortlist was announced September 13 | Winner will be announced October 17

4 3 2 1 by Paul Auster from United States
Days Without End by Sebastian Barry from Ireland
History of Wolves by Emily Fridlund from United States
Exit West by Mohsin Hamid from Pakistan
Solar Bones by Mike McCormack from Ireland

Reservoir 13 by Jon McGregor from UK
Elmet by Fiona Mozley from UK
The Ministry of Utmost Happiness by Arundhati Roy from India
Lincoln in the Bardo by George Saunders from United States
Home Fire by Kamila Shamsie from UK

Autumn by Ali Smith from UK
Swing Time by Zadie Smith from UK
Underground Railroad by Colson Whitehead from United States
INTERNATIONAL MAN BOOKER PRIZE from Israel:
A Horse Walks Into A Bar by David Grossman
The 2017 shortlist was:

*History of Wolves* by Emily Fridlund (from US)

*Exit West* by Mohsin Hamid (from UK/Pakistan)

*Elmet* by Fiona Mozley (from UK)

*Lincoln in the Bardo* by George Saunders (from US) **WINNER**

*Autumn* by Ali Smith (from UK)

**Man Booker Prize International**

**International** Man Booker Prize 2017 (sometimes called the 2018 Longlist, Shortlist and Winner, depending upon the source)

**LONGLIST**

*Compass* by Mathias Enard; translated by Charlotte Mandell SHORTLISTED

*Swallowing Mercury* by Wioletta Greg; translated by Eliza Marciniak

*A Horse Walks Into a Bar* by David Grossman; translated by Jessica Cohen **WINNER**

*War and Turpentine* by Stefan Hertmans; translated by David McKay

*The Unseen* by Roy Jacobsen; translated by Don Bartlett SHORTLISTED

*The Traitor’s Niche* by Ismail Kadare; translated by John Hodgson

*No Feet* by Jon Kalman; translated by Phil Roughton

*The Explosion Chronicles* by Yan Lianke; translated by Carlos Rojas

*Black Moses* by Alain Mabanckou; translated by Helen Stevenson

*Bricks and Mortar* by Clemens Meyer; translated by Katy Derbyshire

*Mirror, Shoulder, Signal* by Dorthe Nors; Translated by Misha Hoekstra SHORTLISTED

*Judas* by Amos Oz; Translated by Nicholas de Lange SHORTLISTED

*Fever Dream* by Samanta Schweblin; Translated by Megan McDowell SHORTLISTED